A Day’s Schedule at...

Firetree Capitol Pavilion

Wake up and complete detail/daily chore/breakfast

8 am: Standing count (Regular counts are held every two hours; standing count again at 2000 hours (8 pm)

Lunch is at 11:30 am for females and noon for males

Dinner is at 1630 hours (4:30 pm) for females and 1700 hours (5 pm) for males (residents can come back to the facility to eat during their two check-ins if they like)

While in the building resident have access to computers, books and TVs.

They must fill out paperwork for the following week including schedules, job searches and request forms

While out of the facility, residents will attend treatment, employment searches, any appointments such as welfare and social security office visits.

If unemployed, reentrants must sign out of the facility around 10 am and return back to the facility by 6 pm.

Curfew is 6 pm for unemployed and 9 pm for the employed (unless work hours extend past that time)

Lights out is 2300 hours (11 pm) during the week and midnight on the weekends.

On the weekends, residents are also able to order out food from restaurants that delivers to the facility.